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WHY JOIN BOUNCEPRENEURS
"There is one very good reason to join Bouncepreneurs after your earlier venture has
failed. You will RECOVER FASTER and MORE PERMANENTLY. Members are part of
a team, learn collaboratively from each other and support their team-mates. The
simple truth is that banks and government agencies do not have the will or the
expertise to support experienced entrepreneurs through their financial, emotional
and strategic bounce back process. It will change, but that will take years - even
decades. You need help now!
At Bouncepreneurs we know that you CAN bounce back in business far faster than
you realise AND you have to do it from a parallel universe. An ethical place,where
you play by a very different set of rules." - Michael Allen Founder Bouncepreneurs

KEY OBJECTIVES OF
BOUNCEPRENEURS
Our mission is to train entrepreneurs
whose earlier ventures have failed back
to prosperity and success. For you this
process is made up of the following key
steps
To show you a way out of the burning
house that is business failure
To restart as an entrepreneur within 90
days of joining
To help you deal with the negative
impacts of failure on your confidence
and well-being
To support the launch and ramp up of
this enterprise
To help you identify a zero capital
business opportunity that will allow you
to make money quickly and regularly
To bring you into a team of supportive
individuals sharing your experience
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WHO WE HELP
We help small and medium business owners like Alex (Germany) and Johan (Sweden)
pictured on this page to bounce back in business. Women entrepreneurs are also very
welcome, as are couples. All of our clients have lost their former venture. They may
have closed the doors voluntarily, been forced to liquidate or even become bankrupt.
Although we like to get involved as close to the business closure as possible, we have
some clients like Anna from Ireland, who have worked for several years as employees
and decided to try to bounce back in business with us. The most important thing about
our students is they accept their earlier venture has gone, closed, finito!!!

WHAT WE ARE NOT
We do not try to turn around failed businesses. We are not resue
consultants. Nor are we feel good life coaches. Our clients have
failed but done so ethically, without intent to defraud. For this
reason we do not encourage members to simply repeat the
previous business venture and dump debt on suppliers. We are
not a charity because our members need to feel the value in what
we do and if it was free we do not think this value would be felt.
We did try to assist first time start ups Choose An Idea but we
feel the needs of the "failed" entrepreneur are so different from a
first timer that we no longer serve this group.
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FAILED ENTREPRENEURS ARE NOT LOSERS
If you make a list of the most successful and well known entrepreneurs you can think
of you will be surprised how many have failed with earlier businesses. The leaders of
Ford, Benz, Chanel and even Walt Disney failed. There are literally hundreds of
household names all over the world who lost earlier ventures.
That's right it is not just Steve Jobs who had to bounce back in business. Max Factor,
Donatella Versace, even Abraham Lincoln failed.
Now they didn't do so badly did they? See how many of the Bouncepreneurs you
recognise below.
And they had to do it on their own, without a proven plan and under huge pressure.
You will have the pressure, but when you become a BOUNCEPRENEUR MEMBER you
will not be alone! You will have a TEACHER, A PLAN and FELLOW MEMBERS working
through the same issues as you. Don't stay in the negative universe where the
emphasis is on your failure, your mistakes and a crappy future. When the alternative
is to be surrounded by POSITIVE people, pulling for you, who want you to succeed.
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BOUNCE BACK TO SUCCESS & HAPPINESS
Bouncepreneurs Membership accelerates your recovery

When you become a member of Bouncepreneurs you join a fellowship programme
designed to help you Bounce Back in Business. Once a member you will have access
to a range of support, training, teams and ideas.
There are a series of online courses,

Achieving Green and Black Kangaroo

backed by 1-2-1 coaching and

Belts - as a group we must continually

teamwork sessions

demonstrate that it is possible for

Surviving Your First 30 Days of

entrepreneurs to Bounce Back so we

Business Failure

award Green and Black Belt Awards

Bounce Back 90 Choosing, Testing

for Programme Success

and Launching your new business

Weekly Team Sessions

Bounce Back 365 taking your start up

Great online training tools

through it's early months, building

1-2-1 Coaching

sales, improving service, marketing

International team-mates and

and organisation

collaborative learning - the best kind!
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STEP 1

Getting Out of the Burning House
If you are going through Business Closure right now joining Bouncepreneurs can really
help.
We cannot save your business, give loans or perform miracles. You old business has
failed/gone. But we can help with your future
When you are working with Corporate Recovery specialists or dealing with your bank
you are inexperienced but those across the desk are very experienced.
You will be tired, exhausted from fighting to stay afloat. But it is essential that you do
not do anything that may affect your long term future when you are wrapping up your
affairs around your old business.
Obviously, everyone's situation is different, but joining Bouncepreneurs will give you
a path forward. It won't be easy. But you will not be a victim - you will have an escape
plan!
You may have to take a basic job to cover essentials. But you don't have to sacrifice
your long term future to despair.

"Business failure is the end of a project - nothing more. It is not the end of you!!
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STEP 2

Getting Your Head Right for a Bounce Back in
Business
The first phase of the Bouncepreneurs Bounce Back process is all about getting your
head right. So what will you do:Whether you admit it to yourself or

We will show you how to engage with

not, when you have to close a

your family, friends, spouses and

business you suffer Grief or

partners to move forward, rather than

Entrepreneurial Grief as we call it.

remain stuck in the past

This grief can make you unhappy for

You will be shown how starting a new

YEARS. People who have lost a

venture may be the best recovery

business, start a job and rise to the

path for you.

top of their employer's company

You will learn about the parallel

STILL feel this grief years later. It is

universe you have to now live in. You

UNFINISHED business. So during the

will come to understand that your

first phase we help you accept the

finances and stability are better

loss of your former venture, see it as a

served in a new universe rather than

positive experience and prepare to

your old one. This all about being

move on.

financially liquid, not borrowing and

To help you we have a Tutor within

staying in control of your own destiny.

the team who is expert in

Importantly we don't recover from

HYPNOTHERAPY and NLP. You will

losing a business by shining a light on

receive 1-2-1 help to overcome the

it. So we want to make you eager

negative emotions that are holding

about what is coming rather than your

you back.

past.
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STEP 3

Choosing an Idea

Because almost half of all startups fail because no-one wants to buy their product or
service, Bouncepreneurs help our members make a really informed choice of new
business idea.
It is essential to listen to the market and see if they will buy from you FOR REAL!
Members are encouraged to find bullet-proof ideas.
We have an intelligent, practical and very real world method. All our members are
encouraged to launch businesses that involve no borrowing and the bare, bare
minimum of start up costs.
You will be helped to:a. Assess a range of ideas that match your passions, experience and market
opportunity
b. Choose the best single idea
c. Use testing to find the best one
"By taking ego out of the equation and balancing emotional attachment to market
opportunitythat is how Bouncepreneurs pick winning ideas." Michael Allen
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STEP 4
Launching an Idea
MVP or Minimum Viable Product is the proven method we use to help you choose a
viable business to launch.
What MVP really is, is a blend of market research (to see if the market will buy your
product) and a very, very low cost launch.
It is a fact that no matter how good your market research is, you never know if
customers will buy from you unless you try to sell to them. And when we say sell we
really mean close the deal and get paid! Nothing less than that is good enough to
really understand whether you have a good idea or not!
The idea behind MVP is to reduce risk and save time and capital. So what we are
looking to do with the idea you have chosen is:a. Something you can launch without capital investment
b. Something you can sell first and build later
c. Something that sells. Really sells!

“We must learn what customers really want, not what they say
they want or what we think they should want." Eric Ries
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STEP 5
Making the Business Work
Bouncepreneurs clients move into the growth phase after launch to the end of their
first 365 of trading. The goal we set in the programme is for members to double the
essential salary they need each month until the end of the first year.
Now some Bouncepreneurs will do better than this, but it is a great goal to have while
you are proving to yourself that you can run a successful business. Stable, strong and
Professionally managed.
We are not the first to suggest you need a business model that allows you to
a. Scale your business
b. Repeat your model
c. Work on your business not in your business
So the Making the Business Work Stage does just that. You will build a business
operation manual that has proven methods for selling, finance and admin, operations
and customer care.

"Don't set up a business purely to be a slave to the daily grind without
the salary and benefits you would get from a 9-5 job."
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WHAT YOU GET FROM MEMBERSHIP
Specific Elements of the Bouncepreneurs Project

Full induction call with the programme leader Michael
Allen
Monthly 1-2-1 30 minute calls with your leader
4 Emergency calls when you extra 1-2-1 guidance

NLP and Hypnotherapy with our expert Roxana
Nicolae
1-2-1
Group Sessions
Specialist recordings for you to use at home

4 Main Digital Training Courses:Getting out of the Burning House
Choose an Idea
Make the Business Work
Becoming a Black Kagaroo - Giving Back
Team Mates, Comrades and Collaborative Learning
Weekly training Q&A using video conferencing with
your team mates.
Mutual support
Cross-fertilising ideas
Friendship

WWW.REALLYGREATSITE.COM
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WHAT'S IT COST?
This is an annual membership programme

£599
or pay monthly
£69
per month

We know that it can be very difficult to fund extras at time of business failure. So we
have priced the course as keenly as possible. If you are able to pay for the course in
one go you get best value. To help clients further with cashflow we also offer the
course in monthly installments.

JOIN TODAY?
We Accept Paypal and Payment in various currencies
Best Value Single Payment £599
https://www.bouncepreneurs.com/offers/ptfFoQxz
Affordable Pay Monthly £69
https://www.bouncepreneurs.com/offers/MHpGvDMi

